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in Keswick he said to me: " There are three adjectives
that have had a devastating effect on English life during
the last generation: ncw\ quicJ^ cheap." A true saying.
July 27. Sat in the garden reading De la Mare's
delightful Listeners—more sense of the beauty and
mystery of things, especially the " silence and the calm ",
than any poet since Wordsworth.
July 28.  At 12.20 a.m. we started up Skiddaw; S., Miss
Scott [our children's governess], Adams [our butler], to
see the sun rise.  There was a young moon just up and a
galaxy of stars.   It was very hot at first and gradually
got cooler, till the hour we spent on the top—3.15 to 4.15
a.m.—was quite cold, . . .   It was quite clear on the top,
but the amazing thing was that by the time we got to the
top all the valley of Derwentwater and Bassenthwaite was
covered with a very deep, very white mist, and this had
the most extraordinary appearance.   It looked like a field
of driven irregular snow, or a glacier; but what it was
most like was a sea of white foaming waves tossing high
against the rocks that rose black out of it.   At times we
could have sworn it was the sea, supernaturally whitened
and with its waves suddenly crystallized into immobility.
They seemed to hang over the rocks, i.e. the hills, that
rose out of the mists, as if stayed in the act of breaking
and filing.  It was one of the strangest sights I ever saw*
Yet another strange sight was the rising of Venus about
2.30.   First we saw a large diffused light on the edge of
the eastern shoulder of Skiddaw, like that of a rising
moon, and ijnt a moment Venus  came up,  looking
enormous.   By this time other stars were fast fading in
the increasing light, and it was curious to see Venus
gradually get smaller till she became invisible about 4.30
when the sun was high up.   The horizon was covered
with a bank of cloud at sunrise, but the sun, sending
spleptdid shoots and streaks of gold and purple before him,
got well up by 4.15 and shone on us as we went down till
the vafley mist received us and hid him from our eyes.
August 15. Lectured on La Fontaine [to a " refresher "

